SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA’S HOUSING SHORTAGE THROUGH THE EYES OF AN ARIZONAN
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THE WORRISOME

Sky-high rents and home prices are making it hard for Southern California businesses to attract workers
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WHY LOCALS IN HISTORIC FILIPINOTOWN ARE BRACING FOR GENTRIFICATION

California’s housing crunch has turned liberals against one another

On one side are liberals who are against further construction and development; on the other are liberals who want more affordable housing and shorter commutes.
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THE BAD

High housing costs are driving out lower-income Californians, reports say

California Housing Crisis: Working But On The Brink Of Homelessness

Revival of a blighted South L.A. neighborhood is stalled by its onetime dentist, critics say

THE APOCALYPTIC

In shadow of San Andreas fault, hundreds of Inland Empire buildings face collapse in huge earthquake

At night on Skid Row, nearly 2,000 homeless people share just nine toilets

A new report outlines an “awful” lack of bathroom facilities, affecting the health and dignity of residents at the sprawling LA homeless encampment

California exodus gathers strength, as home prices continue upward march
IMPFOSION IMMINENT?
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